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The folding beams fold up …

High tensile strength tools with 
1.5 mm / 0.06" radius
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XL-Center: Compact innovation!

The XL-Center is a folding 
innovation for light gauge 
sheet metal profiles used 
mainly in the roofing and 
architectural industry. With 
3200 mm (126") of folding 
length and 1.5 mm (16 Ga) 
mild steel capacity, the 
XL-Center offers technical 
excellence.

The XL-Center folds the sheet 
up and down and keeps 
material handling at a mini-
mum. The tools roll away with 
the material, therefore the 
XL-Center is ideal for folding 
pre-coated materials. The 
XL-Center closes hems to a 
programmed dimension. The 
position of the folding beams 
and the patented 300 degree 
free space in front of the 
beams offers almost unlimited 
part design flexibility.

Universal tools

Tools with an extremely high 
tensile strength and a
1.5 mm/0.06” radius are built 

Folding Center

in to the upper and lower 
clamping beam. If needed, they 
can easily be replaced. The XL-
Center folds all materials and all 
material thicknesses with this 
inside radius plus the material 
springback.



Tapered parts perfectly fit in each other

… and down without scratching the material surface

Automatically calculated angled position 
of the gauging system
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Folding tapered parts

Folding tapered parts is an 
extremely clever XL-Center
function. Such profiles are 
used extensively for roofing 
and architectural parts, where 
one part is inserted into 
another. A precise fit simplifies 

the connection of two profiles. 
Once a profile is drawn,
simply press the “tapered” 
button and the control 
calculates the angled position 
of the stop for each bend. 
After the program is started, 

the screen shows the loading 
position of the workpiece along 
the working length. You have 
never created tapered profiles 
more easily, more accurately 
or faster than on the XL-Center.



2D simulation of the folding sequence
including collision checks

3D simulation shows a realistic
folding sequence

Easy creation of a profile on
MultiTouch monitor
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Programming eliminated!

Folding Center

The MultiTouch PC control is
the heart of the machine. The
programming is so simple and
so intuitive that training is
almost obsolete. Where in the
past it has taken hours to
complete a job, the same task
can now be done in minutes!
Knowledge of how a profile is
designed and manipulated is
not required.

The operator draws the profile
on the MultiTouch monitor and
the software automatically
programs the part and shows
several folding strategies. The
operator selects a folding
sequence and the software
simulates the sequence in 2D
or 3D view. Push the start
button and the XL-Center
creates the profile. Simple,
fast and incredibly profitable!

MultiTouch PC control features

•	 Drawing	of	the	profile	in	2D	and	3D
•	 Automatic	blank	dimension	calculation	(inside	dimensions)
•	 Automatic	profile	programming
•	 Automatic	evaluation	of	different	folding	strategies
•	 Folding	simulation	in	2D	and	3D
•	 Profile	archive
•	 Job	list
•	 Online	Support
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But that’s not all!

You want to draw your profile
on the construction site using
a tablet PC. Here you go.
With the Bendex3D
Professional software you can
go wireless/mobile. Once
connected to the Internet the
tablet PC transmits the profile
geometry to the office. There,
Bendex3D calculates the cost

of the profile, determines the
material needs, creates profile
drawings (for packing lists, or
if the profile will not be bent
on the XL-Center) and
generates the profile data.

The XL Office software
creates the folding program
for the XL-Center on a PC in

the office. Thus, the work on
the machine will not be
interrupted. Once the current
job is completed, the operator
either loads the new program
or an entire job list into the
machine. Press the start
button and the work can
continue without interruption.
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Grippers used as stop fingers

The form fitting folding beams create maximum free space and allow the beams to dive 
into pre-bent profiles

Minimum gauging dimension

300 degrees free space for most complex parts

Clamped blank

Automatic folding sequences!

The folding beams are
designed to rotate during
folding by only a few milli-
meters. They fold the material
up and down and for most
parts complete the workpiece
without any operator involve-
ment. Part rotation is not
required! For parts with hems
on both sides or hems in the
middle of the part, the operator
manually flips the part or
closes the hem. The patented
300 degree free space in front
of the beams offers almost
unlimited part design flexibility.
This folding beam arrangement 
allows for profiles that extend 
back toward the beams. 
But the free space is even 
more beneficial when a folding
beam reaches the next bend
line by diving into a pre-bent
profile.

The grippers hold the part
during the entire folding cycle
and position it automatically
for each bend. For most parts
the operator unloads only the

finished workpiece. The
grippers are also designed to
clamp above pre-bent or
closed hems and when they
are used as stop fingers, they
can come close to the bend
line.



Hems can be closed to a programmable 
dimension

Folding parts with hems on both sides 
require a single manual flip operation.

Safety first!

Closing hems inside the part
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Safety first

Well designed machine covers 
insure a safe XL-Center opera-
tion during the automatic folding 
cycle based on the latest safety 
guidelines. Safety fences and 
light barriers complement the 
XL-Center. A mobile program 
interrupt key allows controlled 
access to the folding area.

Maximum energy efficiency!

The machine doesn’t use 
hydraulics. Forget about leaks, 
unparallel flanges, unequally 
pressed hems or tilted machine 
components. Regulated 
motors guarantee power and 
dynamics with only a 3 kW 
maximum consumption.
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Technical Data XL-Center

Material thickness max. (mild steel)  1.5 mm 16 Ga

Material thickness max. (stainless steel)  1.0 mm  20 Ga

Material thickness max. (aluminum)  2.0 mm  14 Ga

Working length max.  3200 mm 126"

Backstop depth min.  6.5 mm   0.25"

Backstop depth max.  750 mm  29.5"

Folding accuracy  +/- 1 deg  +/- 1 deg

Backstop accuracy  +/- 0.15 mm  +/- 0.004"

Number of gripper units  8  8

Distance between two gripper units min.  75 mm  2.95"

Free space in front of the beams up to  300 deg  300 deg

Working height  980 mm  38.6"

Machine depth without safety fence and electrical cabinet  1700 mm  66.9"

Machine depth with safety fence about  3200 mm  126"

Machine depth with safety fence and electrical cabinet about  3700 mm  145.7"

Machine length without safety fence  3300 mm  129.9"

Machine length with safety fence about  5400 mm  212.6"

Machine height  2000 mm  78.7"

Weight approximately  5400 kg  11900 lbs

Air pressure  5.5 bar  80 psi

Drive power total  3.0 kW  4 hp

Speeds

Upper and lower folding beam*  126 °/s  126 deg/s

Upper clamping beam  66 mm/s  2.6"/sec

Backstop speed 6 - 750 mm (0.25" - 29.5")  2 sec  2 sec

*automatically reduced on thicker materials

Folding Center

RAS Reinhardt Maschinenbau GmbH
Richard-Wagner-Str. 4-10
71065 Sindelfingen
Tel. +49 (0) 7031 863-0
Fax +49 (0) 7031 863-185

www.RAS-online.de
Info@RAS-online.de

Modifications reserved.
Pictures may show options.
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